Just for Fun… Signs & Scents

Aries  Taurus  Gemini  Cancer

Leo  Virgo  Libra  Scorpio

Pisces  Aquarius  Capricorn  Sagittarius
Aries - Self-sufficient, Optimistic, Enthusiastic, Brave
Symbol - the Ram
Sign - Fire

These natural born leaders are not afraid to take charge. They are super energetic, sharp tongued, quick witted, and fierce. These personality traits are perfectly complimented with bold and vibrant scents; fragrance combinations that leave an impression.

People that have the sign of Aries really take to these fragrance notes:

- **Florals**: Carnation, Rose
- **Spices**: Pepper, Ginger, Tobacco, Coriander
- **Musks**: Amber, Leather

Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:

- **Burgundy Rose Scent**
- **Sweet Orange and Chili Pepper Scent**
- **New Car Scent**
- **Tobacco Caramel Type Scent**
**Taurus**- Trustworthy, Loyal, Patient, Considerate  
**Symbol**- the Bull  
**Sign**- Earth  

This loving and patient group is determined and reliable, but also quick tempered if agitated. People of this sign welcome true forms of original beauty and love indulging their senses. Due to their sense of stability, well grounded earth scents is where their likes lie.

**People that have the sign of Taurus really take to these fragrances notes:**

- **Florals**: Rose, Violet  
- **Spices**: Oriental, Balsamic, Black Pepper  
- **Musks**: Amber, Vanilla

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- [Fresh Cut Roses Scent](#)  
- [Japanese Cherry Blossoms Scent](#)  
- [Green Amber Scent](#)  
- [Vanilla Blossoms Scent](#)
**Gemini** - Clever, Imaginative, Adaptable, Spirited

**Symbol** - the Twins

**Sign** - Air

This intellectual group is not only polite and energetic, but also adaptable to any situation. Dueling both a chatty side and a sympathetic ear, people with this sign need diversity. Gemini's have a true admiration for fragrance oils that present a contrast but still manage to come together to make a beautiful aroma.

**People that have the sign of Gemini really take to these fragrance notes:**

- **Fruits:** Grapefruit, Lemon, Tangerine
- **Spices:** Lavender, Spearmint, Peppermint
- **Musks:** Hazelnut, Walnut, Almond

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- **Ruby Red Grapefruit Scent**
- **Lemon Lavender Type Scent**
- **Jack Frost Scent**
- **Maple Walnut Fudge Scent**
**Cancer**- Caring, Responsive, Dependable, Devote  
**Symbol**- the Crab  
**Sign**- Water

Being protective, loving, and nurturing, this group of people are pillars in the family and friend units. Intuitive and imaginative, cancers also remain cautious and are prone to being emotional and private people. Cancers feel most at home when they are adorning scents that make them feel comfortable.

People that have the sign of Cancer really take to these fragrance notes:

- **Fruits:** Cucumber, Melon,  
- **Florals:** Jasmine, Tuberose, Heliotrope  
- **Musks:** Myrrh, Vanilla

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- Cucumber and Melon Scent  
- Melon Jasmine Scent  
- Frankincense & Myrrh Scent  
- Vanilla Silk Scent
Leo - Confident, Encouraging, Ambitious, Loyal
Symbol- the Lion
Sign- Fire

This loving and good natured group is faithful and charitable. They are open minded and are quick to become the center of attention in a group setting. Leos are playful and fun; accepting and appreciating others for who they are. When it comes to scents, Leos prefer limelight scents with warming and floral notes.

In order to best capture a Leo’s interest, select fragrances that contain notes of:

**Fruits:** Lime, Tangerine, Mandarin  
**Florals:** Orange Blossom, Juniper, Neroli  
**Spices:** Cinnamon, Nutmeg

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- **Hot Pink Lime Scent**
- **Juniper Breeze Scent**
- **Mandarin Tiki Scent**
- **Marmalade Spice Scent**
**Virgo** - Analytical, Observant, Practical, Reliable

**Symbol** - the Virgin

**Sign** - Earth

This typically shy group is cautious and thorough. They are intelligent and practical; at times even perfectionists. Virgos love to have things in order, preferring reality over fantasy. Since being reliable is highly expected of themselves, they prefer earthy tones that are grounded and traditional in nature.

**Virgos are practically drawn to these fragrance notes:**

- **Earthy**: Hay, Grass, Cedar, Balsam
- **Herbal**: Basil, Chamomile, Bergamot
- **Gourmand**: Wheat, Vanilla, Butter

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- **Fresh Cut Grass Scent**
- **Hayride Scent**
- **Bergamot & Tarragon Leaves Scent**
- **Cake Bake Scent**
Libra- Diplomatic, Graceful, Idealistic, Hospitable
Symbol- the Scale
Sign- Air

Libras are laid back and flexible, constantly seeking balance. They prefer peaceful social settings surrounded by others. When it comes to affection, they are charming, amorous, and compassionate. People of this sign admire balance and harmony in their fragrance accords making the scents that they fancy ones that artistic yet stable.

People that have the sign of Libra enjoy these fragrance notes:

Florals: Geranium, Lily of the Valley, Violet, Orchid
Woodsy: Almond, Oak Moss
Musks: Vanilla

Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:

Vanda Orchid Scent
Cracklin Birch Scent
Almond Macaroon Scent
Twigs n Berries Scent
Scorpio - Passionate, Creative, Observant, Dynamic
Symbol - the Scorpion
Sign - Water

This determined group is exciting and alluring. Many people find themselves drawn to Scorpios because of their dynamic and likeable personality traits. People that share the sign of Scorpio are problem solvers because of their determination to find resolution. Scorpios like their fragrances to be just as intense as they are. Strong florals and heavy musks rule the scent selection of Scorpios.

Other fragrance notes that really capture the driven Scorpio sign are:

Florals: Frangipani, Gardenia, Wisteria
Spices: Pepper, Anise, Ginger
Musks: Vanilla, Leather

Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:

Wisteria Blvd Scent
Gingered Bergamot Scent
Leather Jacket Scent
White Gardenia Scent
**Sagittarius**- Independent  
**Symbol**- the Archer  
**Sign**- Fire

This very optimistic and fun group lives life cape diem style. They are enthusiastic and love an underdog situation. Energetic and adventurous, people with the sign Sagittarius are not to be tied down in spirit or in their fragrance likes. This freedom loving group is captured by scents that leave an impression.

**Some of the key notes that Sagittarians like are:**

- **Floral**: Iris, Violet  
- **Fruits**: Peach, Pear  
- **Spices**: Saffron, Nutmeg, Clove

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- **Violet Scent**  
- **Peach Margarita Scent**  
- **Saffron & Cedar Scent**  
- **Orange Clove Scent**
Capricorn - Responsible, Patient, Ambitious, Resourceful
Symbol - the Sea-goat
Sign - Earth

This resourceful and disciplined group are natural born leaders that should not be messed with. Staying even keeled even during the most chaotic of times, this group’s ambition allows them to lead a path through the most difficult of times. This group is known for getting things accomplished, working well as a team or alone. These commanders are prudent in their decisions, always thinking of the future.

Key notes that Capricorn people are fond of these notes:

**Florals:** Angelica, Dandelion, Chamomile  
**Spices:** Peppermint, Sage, Basil  
**Musks:** Vetiver, Civet

Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:

- [Angelica Scent](#)
- [Basil Sage Mint Scent](#)
- [Vetiver Scent](#)
- [Game On Scent](#)
Aquarius - Witty, Humanitarian, Inventive, Authentic
Symbol - the Water bearers
Sign - Air

The people under this honest and loyal sign are everyone’s friends. This independent group appreciates the differences in the normal and welcomes the freshness of originality. Aquarians love trying different things and ever changing environments. These well spoken communicators are crisp and electric just like the fragrance notes they cherish.

Some examples of the notes for people of this sign are:

Fruits: Lime, Tangerine
Florals: Hydrangea, Morning Glory
Spices: Lavender, Eucalyptus, Bergamot

Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:

- NG Cool Citrus Basil Scent
- Agave Lime Scent
- Eucalyptus & Spearmint Scent
- Blue Hydrangea Type Scent
**Pisces** - Compassionate, Adaptable, Accepting, Devoted  
**Symbol** - the Fish  
**Sign** - Water

This charitable group is sensitive and sympathetic. They are independent and truly artistic. People under the sign of Pisces are perceptive, especially to their surroundings. Pisces are flexible and receptive. They have the ability to adjust to any given situation, and view it in a new light. Pisces can handle almost anything with compassion and patience.

The dreamy and expressive notes that Pisces people enjoy are:

**Fruits:** Mango, Lychee, Guava  
**Floral:** Tiare, Tuberose, Champaka  
**Alcoholic:** Cognac, Absinthe

**Fragrance Oil and Scent Suggestions:**

- Champaka Scent  
- Absinthe Scent  
- Tiare Flowers Scent  
- Fig Lychee Scent